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2. Goals

Our goal was to write a handbook on how to start and operate a multifarm CSA and

why this model is beneficial for farmers and customers. Our target audience was fanners,

community members, extension agents, non-profit organizations, or anyone else inte rested

in a cooperative or multifarm CSA model. The motivation to write the handbook came

from the recognition that Local Harvest CSA had developed a new system of marketing

produce that was proving to be very successful. Because our success was the result of many

hours of planning and organizing, we thought that written documentation of our methods

would be helpful to others who were interested in our model. Further, we were impressed

that other farms attempting multif arm CSA were approaching it from different angles. Since

Local Harvest ^A was receiving a lot of attention from farmers who wanted to sta rt similar

projects we thought it would be useful for the farming community to have a handbook

detailing how we have developed our CSA. We applied to SARE for funding to white the

handbook because SARE had provided Local Ha rvest ^A (then Concord Cooperative

^A) with the start-up grant that made our operation possible. We hoped that SARE would

appreciate our interest in telling Local Harvest 's story.

3. Fann Profile

When we began the p roject we we re partners on one-acre of intensively managed,

leased land and sold our produce through Local Harvest CSA. Since then we have each

moved and transitioned into other fields. Jill is attending graduate school to become an

English teacher and Sco tt has been focused on carpentry full-time; he plans to become a
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